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Note h y

'relegation

(This -uocumont is intended' to supplom-nc and
develop the roposals oi the Secretariat._
as c o n t a i n « i n A.:..;eadix I to AG/19--:ô/12. )
It is desirable that all Le.Ioer countries as ';ell
as the Secretariat siioulo. -participate actively in the discussion
relating to the positions and -cssibilitios of others, rather
than leaving such discussions on a coi.ipletely ..ilatcral basis
"between individual countries and the oécretariat.
2.
It is nov practicable for every country to participate
in the examination of the position of every othe. country impracticable both because the examining group; consisting of
fourteen plus the Secretariat, ^ould be hopelessly unwieldy and
also because most delegations do not have the staff which vould
be required.
5.
Accordingly; it se eras essential that the elucidation
of the position of each country should be carried forward by a
panel or "round table", consisting of a fer; other countries.
4.
Lach panel or round table might vre 11 consist or' the
following:
(a) all three 3tnnding Group countries and the
Secretariat.
(The position of a Standing
Group country v/ould of course be different
when its o>en submission vas unJ-.er-discussion);
(b) tv'o other countries ^hich would be specifically
designated and -.-ould be responsible for taking
an active part;
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I1C; any other country or countries which, for some
reason, wished to be a :?erfocr of the'particular
panel in question.
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5.
Under 4(b) above,'each non-Standing Group country
would become responsible for taking nart in the elucidation
o,. -he positions of two or three other countries.
This would
scor.: to be a reasonable and practicable assignment for ill but
the smallest delegations.
6.
_ ^ Reports of the round tables or panels. amended as
requires.,. would become sections, or "country annexes",, of the
main draft report.
The Annual Review Committee should not reel
Iu necessary to review all these annexes in detail before their
submission to Governments and to the Council.
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